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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

The  influence  of  dimensions  on  the  mechanical  behavior  of  f.c.c. single  crystals  with  dimensions  larger
than  a few  micrometers  has  been  the  topic  of  many  experimental  investigations  and  controversies  during
the 1970s  and  this  question  is still open.  The  objective  of this  article  is  to  shed  new  light  on  this  point  by
performing  finite  element  simulations  thanks  to  a strain  gradient  crystal  plasticity  model.  Based  on  the
model  identification  for nickel,  several  single  crystal  samples  with  various  thicknesses  and  orientations
eywords:
inite element method
rystal plasticity
ize effects
ingle crystal

were  tested  numerically  in tension.  The  effect  of  dimensions  was  then  analyzed  considering  the  spatial
distribution  of dislocation  densities.  Near  loading  boundaries,  dislocation  density  gradients  appeared
perpendicular  to  the Burgers  vector  direction  of  the  primary  activated  slip  system  which  modified  the
mechanical  behavior.  These  gradients  are  discussed  in  terms  of  boundary  conditions,  crystal  orientation
and  dislocation  interactions  with  surfaces.
oundary conditions

. Introduction

The last decades have been marked by a considerable effort
ade by the mechanic of materials community to understand

he mechanical behavior of metallic materials at small scales.
his effort has been motivated by the strong trend of minia-
urization dedicated to the micro devices which are of great
conomical importance. Due to the reduced dimensions of these
icro-systems, metallic parts with dimensions typically between

.5 �m and 100 �m are employed. For these components, the size of
he microstructure is generally no longer negligible with respect to
he dimensions and size effects occur, which modify the mechanical
roperties. The design and the metal forming of micro-parts, when
ize effects are not properly considered, may  be erroneous, result-
ng in several problems such as low reliability or high production
osts [1].

These size effects can be classified into four classes. The statis-
ical effect (i.) appears when the length scale characteristic of the

icrostructure is close to the sample dimensions. In this case, the
amples cannot be considered as a representative volume element
nd the mechanical behavior is generally weaker due to mate-
ial stiffness inhomogeneities. For polycrystals, this phenomenon

s linked to the low number of grains inside the cross section which
eads to strong stress gradients [2–5].

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 232959865; fax: +33 232959704.

921-5093/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2012.04.085
© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

The surface effects (ii.) appear when the surface over volume
ratio becomes significant. In this case, the surface regions, which
behave differently due to their proximity with the solid bound-
aries, dominate the global response of the specimen. For samples
with dimensions larger than a few hundred microns, the influence
of surface effects has been widely studied experimentally for Al
and Cu single crystals during the 1970s. Two different phenom-
ena were reported depending on the material: a softening of the
behavior for Cu single crystals oriented for single glide [6–9] and a
hardening for Al [10–13].  Following Basinski [14] and Nabarro [15],
this discrepancy can be explained by an oxide layer formation for
Al which prevents the dislocations to escape through the crystal
surface. These surface effects also seem to depend on the crystallo-
graphic orientation of the single crystals. For Cu samples oriented
for multiple glide, no surface effects appeared compared to single
glide orientation [16]. From a macroscopic point of view, these sur-
face effects seem to modify the hardening stages with an increase
in stage I extent for small dimension specimens [6].  Moreover, dis-
location sources on surfaces may  lead to a preferential hardening
of the surface regions for micro-sized samples [17].

The third size effect (iii.) is attributed to strain gradients occur-
ring for instance during bending, nano-indentation or tension of
coated thin films [18–21].  In these cases, inhomogeneous plastic
deformation occurs involving the evolution of Geometrically Nec-

essary Dislocations (GNDs) which are more important for thinner
specimens. The last size effect (iv.) is suggested for nanometer sized
samples when dimensions are in the range of individual dislocation
segments. In this respect, several models were proposed such as the

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2012.04.085
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/09215093
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/msea
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.msea.2012.04.085
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Fig. 1. (a) 3D illustration of the mesh and boundary conditions for the simulated
C. Keller et al. / Materials Science 

tarvation model or the troncature model [22,23].  In this case, only
ew dislocations are available to carry the plastic deformation due
o their strong interactions with free surfaces leading to the famous
smaller is stronger” effect.

These size effects involve two different trends depending on
he dimension range. From macro specimens to micro-sized spec-
mens, a “smaller is softer” trend (i. and ii. size effects) is generally
bserved while the following transition from micro to nano leads
o a “smaller is stronger” effect widely characterized for micropil-
ars and thin films (iii. and iv. size effects) [24–26].  If the “smaller is
tronger effect” was considerably investigated, some aspects of the
smaller is softer” phenomenon such as the effect of dimensions on
he single crystal behavior remain unclear and must be analyzed in
rder to understand the effect of the dimensions for all scale ranges.

Experimentally, performing mechanical tests with small single
rystals is difficult due to the handling of the samples. Finite Ele-
ent simulation (FE) is then an alternative tool to study the effect

f miniaturization. Such FE simulations require models able to cor-
ectly reproduce both surface effects and strain gradients. Among
hese models, the strain gradient crystal plasticity ones are conve-
ient due to the introduction of a plasticity length scale and the
odeling of the GNDs when surfaces are either completely free or

ompletely passivated with respect to the escape of dislocations.
This work is hence focused on the investigation of the effects of

he dimensions for single crystals with dimensions ranging from
icro to macro scales. The objective is to clearly understand the

ffect of the sample dimensions on the stress and dislocation den-
ity distributions as a function of the crystal orientation. Tensile test
imulations are hence performed using a strain gradient crystalline
lasticity model identified for nickel. This material, which presents
imilar deformation mechanism as Al and Cu, was not involved in
he experimental discrepancy cited above and may  allow us to draw
ew conclusions. The macroscopic response together with the spa-
ial distribution of dislocation densities and slip system activities
re studied as a function of dimensions, crystal orientation and free
r passivated surfaces. The results show that the effect of dimen-
ions on the mechanical behavior strongly depends on boundary
onditions.

. Simulations

.1. Model

The strain gradient plasticity model used in this study proceeds
rom the work of Evers et al. [27,28].  The key feature of the model is
he incorporation of both GND accommodating strain gradients and
tatistically Stored Dislocation (SSD) associated to the slip resis-
ance. For the sake of conciseness with respect to the complexity of
he model, its complete description with the different constitutive
quations can be found in the literature [27,28,5]. It can be noticed
hat this model involves 21 degrees of freedom at FE nodes (3 dis-
lacements and 18 GND densities) and that simulations are highly
ime consuming. Moreover, 25 material parameters are necessary
or the model which needs a specific identification procedure.

.2. Mesh and boundary conditions

Due to the long computation time, a simplified mesh was
mployed for the simulations. All the samples, regardless of their
imensions, were meshed with 500 quadratic elements consisting
n 20 nodes and 8 gauss points. Such a mesh ensures a good accu-

acy as revealed by a mesh sensitivity analysis. Fig. 1(a) illustrates
his mesh in 3D together with the boundary conditions. These latter
ere chosen according to the experimental tensile tests extracted

rom the literature results used to identify the model. These
tensile tests; (b) crystal orientations used for identification of the strain gradient
crystalline plasticity model for Ni. (For interpretation of the references to color in
the text, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)

boundary conditions correspond to conventional tensile tests. On
loading surfaces, displacements along ex and ey are free and GND
can develop (dislocations are prevented to escape from loading sur-
faces). On the lateral surfaces, GND densities are restrained to 0 to
fulfill free surface conditions, or let free to reproduce the effect of
a hard layer on surfaces.

2.3. Identification

So far, crystalline plasticity models have been widely identified
and applied for Cu and Al single crystals and polycrystals [29,30,27].
In the author’s knowledge, no identification of this model for nickel
has been reported. A specific parameters identification was then
achieved for this material by comparisons between simulated and
experimental tensile curves of single crystals with different crys-
tallographic orientations. These different crystal orientations allow
us to identify different model parameters thanks to the different
hardening mechanisms associated to the activated slip systems.
Compared to Cu and Al, experimental tensile tests of pure Ni single
crystals are scarce in the literature. Among the available references
[31–40] some of the results cannot be used for the identification
because of the lack of experimental details such as sample dimen-
sions, the accurate orientation or the tensile conditions (strain rate
and boundary conditions). The parameter identification was hence
achieved using the work of Hecker et al. [35] and Venkatesan et al.
[40] which are well documented. Three single glide orientations
and a multiple glide case were extracted from these two  articles.
Fig. 1(b) illustrates the orientations in the standard triangle of the
crystals extracted from the work of Hecker et al. [35] (orientation
[1 2 28], red rhomb) and from the work of Venkatesan et al. [40]
(blue circles).
Due to the long computation time, no automatic procedure was
possible to identify the parameters for Ni. As a consequence, a man-
ual multi-step procedure was carried out to correctly identify the
model parameters. Among the 25 parameters, the Burgers vector
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Fig. 2. Comparisons between experimental tensile tests proceeding from the litera-
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ure  and simulation predictions. For each simulation, the shear stress was  obtained
y  multiplying the tensile flow stress with the maximal Schmid factor of the slip
ystems as done for the experimental curves in the literature.

, the elastic coefficients Cij and the immobilization matrix coef-
cients Hij were identified by means of a literature review. In a
rst step of the identification, the model was integrated analytically
ithout the FE technique for the double glide case (crystal orien-

ation [1 1 2]) which corresponds to a deformation of the crystal
ithout rotation of the lattice as specified by Tabourot et al. [30,44].

t was then used to reproduce stages II and III of the tensile curve
f the [15 21 31] crystal orientation close to [1 1 2]. This first step
eported initial values of some hardening parameters (K, yc, ASH
nd ALC). These values were then employed to simulate the ten-
ile curves in single glide conditions extracted from the literature,
onsidering the experimental sample dimensions and strain rates.
dentification was achieved manually by adjusting the parameter
alues from one simulation to another until the tensile curve was
orrectly reproduced.

During the identification, a special attention was paid to the
lip activity predicted by the model together with the different
ardening stages. Depending on the crystal orientation and on the
oundary conditions, some of the slip systems were not expected
o be activated [45]. The hardening matrix coefficients were hence
djusted in order to reproduce both macroscopic tensile curves
nd microscopic slip system activities. Fig. 2 shows comparisons
etween predicted and experimental tensile curves for single
lide orientations. The agreement between both experimental and
redicted curves for each crystal orientation is satisfactory. In par-
icular, the different hardening stages (the strain rate and the strain
xtent for each stage) are well reproduced by the model, except for
he end of stage III where the difference between the predicted
nd experimental tensile curves is larger. This could be explained
y the constant value of the annihilation distance, yc, employed in

he model for each crystal orientation. The parameter set obtained
ith the single glide orientations was then successfully validated

n the multiple glide orientation (orientation [1 2 28]), as depicted
n Fig. 2. Despite that this set of parameter values is not unique

able 1
alue of the material parameters of the strain gradient crystal plasticity model identified f

evel.

Parameter ASH ACP AGJ ACS AHL

Value 0.122 0.02 0.0915 0.0915 0.0915 

Origin Id. Id. Id. Id. Id. 

Parameter K C11 C12 C44 G �̇0

Value 39 248 GPa 153 GPa 116 GPa 76 GPa 0.001 s−1

Origin Id. [41] [41] [41] [41] [27] 
gineering A 550 (2012) 342– 349

due to the manual identification procedure, the good agreement
between the experimental tensile curves and the prediction of the
model ensures that the deformation mechanisms of the single crys-
tals were correctly captured. Moreover, a study of the sensitivity of
the model on the parameter values showed that slight variations of
parameter values do not deeply affect the microscopic and macro-
scopic mechanical responses of the Ni single crystals. This set of
parameters can be hence used to investigate the size effects on the
mechanical behavior of Ni single crystals.

Table 1 summarizes the different model parameter values iden-
tified for nickel. The physical meaning of each parameter can be
found in the literature [27,28,5]. These latter are in the same order
than those reported for Cu and Al [30,29,28],  in agreement with
their close stacking fault energy. It can be noticed that this set of
parameters is different than the one identified by the authors in a
previous study focused on the prediction of the mechanical behav-
ior of small Ni polycrystals [5].  For single crystals, the identification
of the hardening parameters, in particular the Aij coefficients, is
more sensitive than for polycrystals for which the effect of the
coefficients is averaged by the several grain orientations. As a con-
sequence, a new specific identification has been performed for this
study focused on single crystals.

2.4. Investigation of the surface and size effects

In order to analyze the effect of dimensions on the mechani-
cal behavior of Ni single crystals, two  series of numerical tensile
tests were performed. The first series corresponds to tensile tests
with a crystal oriented for single glide, i.e. the orientation [3 10 32]
depicted in Fig. 1(b), whereas a multiple glide condition (orienta-
tion [1 2 28], see Fig. 1(b)) was  employed for the second series. For
each series, different thickness values were used for simulations,
the others dimensions being kept constant in the meantime. The
initial crystal dimensions coincide to those of the crystals tested
experimentally in the work of Venkatesan et al. [40]. The same
geometry for the two series ensured that a difference of behav-
ior between samples of both series with same dimensions must be
caused by the crystal orientation. Table 2 summarizes the dimen-
sions, Euler’s angles and strain rate of the different numerical
tensile tests performed. For each orientation, the reduced dimen-
sion (i.e. the thickness) was  chosen such as it intersects the slip
direction of the activated slip systems. For single glide orientations,
the thickness corresponds to the dimension along ex whereas it cor-
responds to ey for the multiple glide one (see the crystallographic
projections in Figs. 3(b) and 6(b)). The thickness values used for the
simulations are (in mm):  10; 5; 3; 1; 0.5 and 0.25.

3. Results
3.1. Single slip conditions

The results of the tensile test obtained for the 5 mm × 5 mm  sec-
tion sample are represented in Fig. 3(a), together with the evolution

or nickel. The Cij parameters correspond to the classical elastic moduli at the crystal

ALC HSH HCP HGJ HCS HHL HLC

0.0915 0.0 0.0 0.48 0.20 0.12 1
[29] [29] [29] [29] [29] [29] [29]

m b G0 yc Rs Re �SSD0

0.02 0.25 nm 4.54 × 10−20 J 0.25 nm 5 nm 5 nm Variable
[5] [42] [43] Id. Id. Id. Id.
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Table  2
Summarize of the characteristics of the numerical tensile tests for Ni single crystals.

Series Length (mm) Width (mm) Thickness (mm)  ϕ1 (◦) � (◦) ϕ2 (◦) ε̇ (s−1)

m 10 to 0.25 18 17 15 0.002
m 10 to 0.25 18 5 25 0.002
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Table 3
Hardening parameter values for the single crystals oriented in single glide as a func-
tion  of the thickness. �i denotes the strain hardening rate, � i represents the critical
strain for stage hardening activation and � i denotes the critical stress for the stage
hardening activation, the subscript i represents the number of the strain hardening
stage (i = I, II, III).

Thickness (mm) �I (MPa) �II (MPa) � I–II � II–III (��)0 (MPa2)

10 119 202 0.069 0.17 −1500
5 94 206 0.084 0.182 −2100
3 79 203 0.1 0.21 −2200
1  70 204 0.103 0.23 −2425

F
o

Single glide 20 5 Fro
Multiple glide 20 5 Fro

f the absolute value of the plastic shear rate of each activated
lip system. Three hardening stages are depicted as expected for
his orientation. For this single glide orientation four slip systems
re initially favorably oriented with regard to the tensile direc-
ion: A3 (Schmid factor, Sf ≈ 0.5), B4 (Sf ≈ 0.47), D1 (Sf ≈ 0.36) and
2 (Sf ≈ 0.33) (the slip system notation corresponds to the one pro-
osed by Franciosi et al. [46]). In stage I, only A3 is activated whereas

n stage II and III, due to the crystal rotation associated to the plastic
lide, the activity of A3 is reduced at the benefit of D1. For this ori-
ntation, the GND population is three times lower than the SSD one
s no strain gradients induced by the mechanical test (for instance
ending) or grain boundaries are introduced. The illustration of the
ifferent slip systems and the tensile direction is represented in the
tereographic projection of the unstrained sample in Fig. 3(b).

The effect of the thickness on the tensile curves is depicted in
ig. 4. For this single glide orientation, the reduction in the thick-
ess from 10 to 0.25 mm involves a strong increase of around 50

 in stage I extent in agreement with the experimental works of
ourie [6],  Mughrabi [8,9] and Suzuki [47] on Cu single crystals.
he hardening characteristics are also modified by a decrease in
he thickness as described in Table 3. The values reported here have
een obtained following the Kocks-Mecking formalism described

n details in a previous paper [4].  In particular, the (��)0 parame-
er was obtained using the Kocks-Mecking plot of �� vs � (see [4]).
his parameter value is related to the GND, to the initial disloca-
ion structures and to the surface effect [4].  Concerning the stage
, it can be observed than the strain hardening rate �I decreases

ith a thickness reduction until a constant value for samples
ith thicknesses lower than 1 mm.  For stage II, the strain harden-
ng characteristics �II are virtually constant. The strain hardening
echanisms of stage I are hence strongly dimension dependent.

or thicknesses lower than 1 mm,  the mechanical behavior is inde-
endent of the dimensions.

ig. 3. Results of the simulated tensile test for the t = 5 mm specimen oriented for single 

f  the activated slip systems and (b) stereographic projection of the unstrained sample, t
0.5 69.2 204 0.104 0.25 −2400
0.25 67.2 201 0.113 0.25 −2380

In order to investigate the mechanisms responsible for the effect
of the thickness predicted by the model, the spatial distribution
in three dimensions of the SSD dislocation density of the primary
system A3 was plotted for the 5 mm × 5 mm cross section specimen
in Fig. 5. This plot corresponds to the single crystal strained to a
shear strain of 0.064 corresponding to the end of stage I. As seen in
this figure, the SSD density distribution is not uniform with a strong
gradient approximately perpendicular to the Burgers vector of the
primary slip system A3, bA3. Along this direction, the dislocation
density is lower near the surfaces. In stage II, this dislocation density
gradient is considerably reduced and the dislocation distribution
becomes more homogeneous.

3.1.1. Multiple glide conditions
The results obtained for the 5 mm  × 5 mm section sample ori-
ented for multiple glide are represented in Fig. 6 in a way  similar to
the specimen oriented for single glide. The tensile curve presents
only two  hardening stages (i.e. II and III) as several glide systems
are activated since the onset of plasticity. For this orientation, the

glide: (a) tensile curve and evolution of the absolute value of the plastic shear rate
he ex , ey and ez express the reference system illustrated in Fig. 1 (a).
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ig. 4. Tensile curves for different thickness values for the single glide oriented
pecimen.

lastic strain is achieved by two main slip systems, A3 and D1.
he others systems quickly stop to contribute to plasticity. As for
he single glide orientation, the SSD density is significantly higher
han the GND one. The slip directions of the activated slip systems
nd the tensile direction (ez) are illustrated in the stereographic
rojection of Fig. 6(b).

Considering the effect of the thickness on the flow stress,
he difference between the thickest (t = 10 mm)  and the thinnest
t = 0.25 mm)  specimens is much less pronounced than for the sin-
le glide orientation (see Fig. 7). For the multiple glide orientation,
he decrease in thickness affects the flow stress level after a few per-
ents of strain whereas the extent of stage II remains unchanged.
or a shear strain of 0.6, the shear stress difference is around 2 MPa
etween the thickest and the thinnest specimens as illustrated in
he insert of Fig. 7. In comparison with single glide conditions, the

ardening stages do not seem to depend on dimensions. As a con-
equence, the dimension effects appear to depend on the crystal
rientation in agreement with the experimental work of Fourie
16].

ig. 5. 3D distribution of the statistically stored dislocations of the primary slip sys-
em  A3 for the 5 mm × 5 mm cross section sample oriented for single glide. This plot
s  drawn in the undeformed configuration for a shear strain of 0.064 (the dimensions
re expressed in �m).

Fig. 6. Results of the simulated tensile test for the specimen oriented for multiple
glide: (a) tensile curve and evolution of the absolute value of the plastic shear rate of

the activated slip systems and (b) stereographic projection of the unstrained sample,
the  ex , ey and ez express the reference system illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 8 represents the distribution of the SSD density of A3, in
three dimensions for � = 0.6, equivalent to stage III of hardening.
Compared to Fig. 5 associated to single glide conditions, it can be
observed that the single crystal oriented for multiple glide exhibits

dislocation densities much more homogeneous. This homogene-
ity reflects the activation of the multiple glide systems and their

Fig. 7. Tensile curves for different thickness values for samples oriented for multiple
glide.
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Fig. 8. 3D distribution of the statistically stored dislocations of the A3 system for the
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to accommodate the plastic activity gradient. As the slip activity is
reduced near the loading surfaces, the SSD density increases more
slowly involving the stress gradient which is perpendicular to the
A3 system. As a consequence, this dislocation density gradient is, in
 mm × 5 mm cross section sample oriented for multiple glide. This plot is drawn in
he undeformed configuration for a shear strain of 0.6 (dimensions are expressed in
m).

nteractions. A weak gradient is still present perpendicular to the
urgers vector of A3.

. Discussion

The previous results, provided by FE simulations using a strain
radient crystal plasticity model, highlight complex effects of a
ecrease in thickness on the mechanical behavior of nickel single
rystal, in agreement with previous experimental studies [6–9,47].
ollowing these authors, the effect of dimensions is correlated to
he formation of stress gradients between core and surface regions
ue to surface effects. In the following paragraphs, the results of
imulations are discussed in terms of dislocation density gradient,
ean free path of mobile dislocations and their interaction with

urfaces. The objective is to determine the mechanisms responsible
or the mechanical behavior modification with thickness decrease.

.1. Stress gradient formation in single glide conditions

As illustrated in Table 3, the stage I of hardening for Ni single
rystals oriented for single glide is strongly thickness dependent.
specially, the evolution of the parameter (��)0 is worth noticing.
s described in details in a previous paper [4],  for pure f.c.c. materi-
ls, the evolution of dislocation density with strain is linked to two
echanisms, one linked to the contribution of the “forest disloca-

ion” interactions involving an increase in the dislocation density
nd another one linked to annihilation events between dislocations
cross-slip or climb) reducing the quantity of dislocations. Depend-
ng on the material, other contributions may  exist such as the initial
islocation structures of the material, the grain boundaries or free
urfaces which can contribute in the production or annihilation of

islocations. The (��)0 parameter is linked to these latter contribu-
ions: a positive value is related to the production of dislocations
hile a negative value traduces a dislocation density reduction

4]. In the case of the simulations performed in this work with
gineering A 550 (2012) 342– 349 347

single glide conditions, the initial dislocation density is the same
(no initial dislocation structures are taken into account) and no
grain boundaries can participate to strain hardening. The nega-
tive values obtained for simulations seem to be due to annihilation
events occurring in the material. Following Mecking [48], a nega-
tive value for single crystals is associated to free surfaces which act
as sinks for dislocations. This hypothesis seems to be in agreement
with Fig. 5 which shows dislocation density gradients in stage I
between core and surface regions of single crystals oriented for sin-
gle glide. This gradient appears along a direction which is almost
perpendicular to the Burgers vector of A3 slip system (bA3).

Along bA3, a dislocation density gradient is supposed to occur
due to the emergence of dislocations across free surfaces. One can
expect that dislocations located inside a layer with a thickness
in the order of the mean free path of the dislocations, below the
free surfaces, can escape across the latter. The model used for the
simulations enables the computation of the mean free path of the
different slip systems taking into account the interactions with the
other systems. The maximum value reported by the simulations for
A3 is around 60 �m which is in good agreement with experimental
values reported by Huvier et al. for high purity Ni single crystals
[49]. Hence, along bA3, a dislocation density gradient may  appear
over distances of around 60 �m.  Considering the large dimensions
of the elements used in the simulations (1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm,  for
computation time purpose) which are larger than the mean free
path, the model is not able to reproduce this dislocation density
gradient for large thicknesses. However, for t = 0.25 mm the mesh
density is fine and no dislocation density gradient appears along
bA3.

The plastic shear activity of the primary slip system A3 is plotted
in Fig. 9 in 3D. As seen in this figure, the slip activity of A3 is reduced
near loading surfaces compared to the center of the specimen as
the slip systems cannot emerge easily on these surfaces (node dis-
placements along ez restricted and dislocations cannot cross the
loading surfaces). Moreover, GND develop in these zones in order
Fig. 9. Distribution of the plastic shear activity of the primary slip system A3 for
single glide conditions for a shear strain of 0.064 (dimensions are expressed in �m).
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he case of these simulations, not induced by surface effects but by
he boundary conditions as suggested in a previous 2D numerical
tudy by Kuroda and Tveergard [50].

The formation of these stress gradients associated to the SSD
ensity distribution can explain the effect of the dimensions of the
amples represented in Fig. 4 for the samples deformed in stage
. When sample thickness increases, the proportion of the crystal
ffected by the boundary conditions is larger and the GND neces-
ary to accommodate the plastic activity gradient also increases.
ue to this GND density rise, the strain hardening rate in stage I

s increased, which, in turn, enhances the secondary slip system
nd shortens the macroscopic stage I of hardening as observed in
able 3. For the thinnest sample, the loading surfaces are consider-
bly reduced which induces weak strain gradients homogenizing
he mechanical behavior. In this case, plasticity can be accommo-
ated by only one slip system for larger strains.

.2. Role played by the crystal orientation

These mechanisms associated to the formation of plastic shear
ctivity gradient due to boundary conditions can explain the role
layed by the crystallographic orientation on the effect of the thick-
ess on the mechanical behavior of crystals oriented for multiple
lide. As shown in Fig. 8, the difference of dislocation density
etween core and loading surfaces is considerably reduced com-
ared to single glide orientation. For this multiple glide orientation,
wo principal slip systems are activated namely A3 and D1. The
train incompatibilities related to the boundary conditions near
he loading surfaces are hence relaxed compare to single slip con-
itions. The dislocation density gradient observed Fig. 5 is then
ttenuated which, in turn, reduces the GND contribution, homoge-
izes the dislocation density and reduces the effect of dimensions.
his phenomenon explains both the almost thickness independent
tress values for crystals oriented in multiple glide and the con-
tant values of hardening parameters in stage II for crystals oriented
or single glide when two slip systems are activated. In this case,
fter stage I, the activation of the secondary slip system quickly
omogenizes the dislocation density distribution.

.3. Role played by a hard layer on surfaces

Following various authors [10–15],  an oxide layer formation
n the surfaces of the single crystals may  modify the mechani-
al behavior for single glide orientation, especially during stage

, when large quantities of dislocations may  escape through free
urfaces. By modifying the boundary conditions for the GND on
he lateral surfaces of the crystals, the model is able to repro-
uce the effect of a hard layer on the mechanical behavior. Fig. 10

ig. 10. Comparison between simulated tensile curves for sample oriented in single
lide  with free or constrained surfaces (HL for hard layer).
gineering A 550 (2012) 342– 349

represents the tensile curves of the single crystals oriented for sin-
gle glide (same orientation as in the previous section) with both
free and restricted surface conditions. For the 5 mm thickness, the
hard layer introduction slightly modifies the tensile curve with a
low decrease in stage I extent. However, if the thickness is fur-
ther reduced, the differences between the predictions with the two
boundary conditions increase. For the 0.25 mm  thickness sample,
stage I is completely deleted and the hardening rate is considerably
increased in stage II if the hard layer is introduced. In this case, the
results of the simulations show that the GND density contributes
significantly to the plasticity and the secondary slip system is acti-
vated for a very low strain level whereas hardening is increased.
As a consequence, the plastic strain is achieved by at least two slip
systems which relaxed the stress gradients linked to the bound-
ary conditions as explained for single crystals oriented for multiple
glide.

The effect of the thickness on the mechanical behavior of single
crystals is then linked to two mechanisms, the first one associ-
ated to the boundary conditions related to the tensile machine
and the second one is linked to the annihilation of dislocations
on free surfaces. This second mechanism, not properly character-
ized by the simulations even for low thicknesses when the mesh
density is fine, is nevertheless expected to be negligible compared
to the first one as it may  appear on distances lower than 60 �m.
The boundary conditions are thus the most dominant mechanisms
related to the size effect on the mechanical behavior of f.c.c. sin-
gle crystals. These results reveal that the mechanisms of the size
effect do not depend on the material as the same trend observed
experimentally for Cu and Al are reproduced by the simulations for
nickel.

5. Conclusions

The simulations performed with a strain gradient crystal plas-
ticity model identified for nickel single crystals showed a complex
effect of a thickness reduction on the mechanical behavior due to
the boundary conditions. If these latter are characteristics of sam-
ples gripped in the tensile machine, the slip restriction near the
loading surfaces involves a reduction in slip activity for single glide
conditions. The dislocation density of the primary slip system is
hence reduced near the edges which causes strong stress gradients
whereas geometrically necessary dislocations appear to accom-
modate the difference of slip activity. For larger thicknesses, the
increase in GND density promotes double slip activity, decreases
the strain extent of the stage I hardening and increases the strain
hardening rate. For multiple glide conditions, the strain incompati-
bilities near the loading edges are relaxed, involving homogeneous
dislocation density and almost thickness independent mechani-
cal behavior. The effect of surfaces does not seem to influence the
mechanical behavior except in the case of passivated surfaces. In
this case, the GND increase promotes multislip conditions which,
for low thicknesses, completely delete stage I of hardening.

The results of this study show that the mechanisms based on sur-
face effects enounced in previous experimental studies to explain
the dimension effect for the “smaller is softer” trend on the mechan-
ical behavior of single crystals, may  be partially erroneous as the
important contribution of the boundary conditions was  not consid-
ered by these authors [6–9,47].
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